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Recording single-channel activity of inositol trisphosphate receptors
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Introduction

Cytosolic Ca2+ plays a central role as a universal intracellular messenger, controlling many aspects of physiology such as gene expression, electrical excitability,
secretion, and synaptic plasticity in virtually all cell
types (Berridge et al., 2000). The rich diversity in information encoded by Ca2+ arises through the mechanisms by which Ca2+ signals are generated and transmitted
to act over very different spatial and temporal scales.
For example, locally high [Ca2+] can trigger neurotransmitter release within microseconds of Ca2+ entry
through voltage-gated channels closely apposed to
active release zones (Neher, 1998), whereas globally
propagating Ca2+ waves with periods measured in minutes regulate gene expression (Dolmetsch et al., 1998;
Bootman et al., 2001). Resting [Ca2+] in the cytosol is
maintained at low nanomolar levels, and Ca2+ signals
are generated by Ca2+ ions entering the cytosol both
across the plasma membrane through voltage- and
ligand-gated channels and store-operated calcium channels, and by liberation of Ca2+ from intracellular stores
such as the ER through Ca2+ release channels. The inositol trisphosphate (IP3) receptor (IP3R) is one of the
two major Ca2+ release channels located on the ER,
and it is the focus of our discussion.
The spatiotemporal patterning and transmission of
Ca2+ signals involve the inherent properties of the Ca2+
channels themselves, their spatial organization, and
how these channels interact via diffusion of Ca2+ both
with themselves and with effector proteins. The IP3R
channel exhibits particular complexity because its opening requires binding of the second messenger IP3 together with Ca2+ to receptor sites on the cytosolic face.
Gating by Ca2+ is biphasic, such that small elevations of
cytosolic Ca2+ induce channel opening, whereas larger
elevations cause inactivation (Bezprozvanny et al., 1991;
Foskett et al., 2007). Thus, there exists the potential for
both positive and negative feedback loops, whereby Ca2+

liberated through one channel may modulate its own
opening and that of neighboring channels. Channel–
channel interactions are delimited by the spatial arrangement of channels, and IP3Rs are organized into
tight clusters on the ER membrane. This leads to a hierarchy of calcium signals of differing magnitudes (Lipp
and Niggli, 1996a; Parker et al., 1996). “Fundamental”
signals (Ca2+ blips) represent Ca2+ flux through individual IP3R channels (Parker and Yao, 1991, 1996; Thomas
et al., 2000; Rose et al., 2006); “elementary” Ca2+ transients (Ca2+ puffs) are generated by the openings of
multiple IP3R within a cluster, orchestrated by Ca2+induced Ca2+ release (CICR); and propagating global
waves of Ca2+ result from progressive recruitment across
multiple clusters by successive cycles of Ca2+ diffusion
and CICR (Thorn et al., 1993; Yao et al., 1995; Berridge,
1997; Bootman et al., 1997a,b). The transitions between
blips, puffs, and global Ca2+ waves are determined by
factors such as stimulus strength ([IP3] and cytosolic
[Ca2+]) (Callamaras et al., 1998a), the density of IP3R
within a cluster (Shuai et al., 2006), the spacing between
clusters (Callamaras et al., 1998b), and the action of
mobile and immobile cytosolic Ca2+ buffers to affect the
diffusion of Ca2+ ions (Dargan and Parker, 2003; Dargan
et al., 2004).
The goal of our laboratory has been to use everimproving imaging modalities to better resolve the hierarchical components and underlying mechanisms of
IP3-mediated Ca2+ signaling in intact cells. This has involved a journey from using wide-field fluorescence
microscopy for imaging of global Ca2+ transients, to applying total internal reflection microscopy to resolve the
activity and localization of single IP3R channels. Here,
we review different techniques that have contributed to
an understanding of how IP3Rs are organized and focus
on our recent work taking functional imaging studies
down to the single-molecule level.
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Electrophysiology versus optophysiology

The gold standard for studying single ion channels is
the electrophysiological patch clamp, which monitors
current flow through single channels with pico ampere
and millisecond resolution (Neher and Sakmann, 1976;
Hamill et al., 1981). This technique is readily applied to
plasmalemmal channels, but intracellular channels
such as the IP3R are largely out of reach of the patch
pipette within their native environment in intact cells.
Electrophysiological studies have, therefore, used reduced systems, such as reconstitution of IP3Rs into lipid
bilayers (Ehrlich and Watras, 1988; Bezprozvanny et al.,
1991) and patch clamping of IP3Rs on the membrane of
excised nuclei (Mak and Foskett, 1994). Both of these
approaches allow for high resolution recording of single-channel activity under tightly controlled ionic and
electrical conditions. Nevertheless, they suffer from significant drawbacks, including disruption of the spatial
organization of IP3Rs, possible loss of the accessory proteins and modulatory molecules, and disruption of
channel–channel interactions mediated by CICR and
Ca2+ diffusion.
There has thus been a long-standing interest in the
development of minimally invasive optical imaging
techniques to provide complimentary information
about IP3R functioning within intact cells. These approaches have largely been based on the small molecule
indicator dyes originally developed by Roger Tsien and,
in particular, on the visible wavelength dyes such as fluo-4,
which, although they do not allow for true ratiometric measurements, provide bright fluorescence signals
with wide dynamic range (Grynkiewicz et al., 1985;
Minta et al., 1989; Gee et al., 2000). Because of the very
low resting cytosolic concentration of free Ca2+, the
opening of even a single Ca2+-permeable channel generates an enormous increase in Ca2+ concentration in
the immediate vicinity of the channel pore: from 50 nM
to tens or even hundreds of µM (Shuai and Parker,
2005). Moreover, optical measurements have, in theory
at least, an advantage over electrophysiological recording in that whereas a single Ca2+ ion moving through a
channel contributes just two positive charges to the current, a Ca2+-bound fluorophore molecule can be excited
to emit many thousands of photons. In practice, however, imaging technology has only recently improved to
the point where single-channel activity can reliably be
visualized with millisecond resolution. Along the way,
advances in technology have been responsible for progressively revealing the hierarchy of IP3-mediated Ca2+
signaling, from waves to elementary puffs to fundamental blips.
Cellular Ca2+ imaging: from global waves to
fundamental blips

The Xenopus oocyte has long been a favored model cell
to study IP3-mediated Ca2+ signaling, owing to its large
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size that facilitates microinjection and its lack of ER Ca2+
release channels other than IP3Rs (i.e., RYRs and cADPribose receptors) (Parys et al., 1992). Early experiments
using confocal microscopy at a slow frame rate of 1 s1
revealed propagating Ca2+ waves evoked by IP3-mobilizing agonists, which often self-organized into beautiful
and complex spiral patterns (Lechleiter et al., 1991).
Contemporaneously, wide-field fluorescence imaging
using a camera at faster frame rate (30 s1), in conjunction with flash photolysis of caged IP3 to permit precise
regulation of cytosolic [IP3], led to the discovery of transient, localized puffs (Parker and Yao, 1991; Yao and
Parker, 1994; Yao et al., 1995), the first member of an
ever-growing bestiary of elementary Ca2+ signals, including the analogous sparks generated by RYR in cardiac
muscle (Cheng et al., 1993; Cheng and Lederer, 2008).
More detailed analyses of puffs were then accomplished
using video-rate (30 s1) frame-scanning confocal microscopy (Yao et al., 1995) and by line scan confocal imaging, whereby temporal resolution is improved to as
much as 1,000 scans s1 at the expense of capturing information in only one spatial dimension. Puffs in both
oocytes (Yao et al., 1995) and cultured mammalian cells
(Thorn et al., 1993; Bootman et al., 1997a; Thomas
et al., 2000) displayed apparently monotonic rising phases
lasting tens of milliseconds while Ca2+ was liberated, followed by a slower decay as the Ca2+ microdomain at the
puff site dissipated after channel closure (Thorn et al.,
1993; Yao et al., 1995; Bootman et al., 1997a). Estimates
of the amount of Ca2+ released during puffs already suggested that they must involve the opening of more than
a single IP3R channel, and this view was reinforced by
the resolution of yet smaller events, Ca2+ blips, that were
first detected using a point confocal microscope (Parker
and Yao, 1996) and were subsequently spatially resolved
in HeLa cells by line scan imaging (Bootman et al.,
1997b). Blips were interpreted as fundamental events,
arising from the openings of individual IP3R, and in
parallel, the discovery of analogous Ca2+ quarks (Lipp
and Niggli, 1996b) suggested that these are the fundamental RYR channel events from which sparks are constituted. However, although these and other reports
describe specific instances of single IP3R channel fluorescence signals (Parker and Yao, 1996; Bootman et al.,
1997b; Rose et al., 2006), none of these imaging modalities provided the spatiotemporal resolution necessary
for detailed quantitative studies nor to dissect the contributions of individual channels during puffs.
Issues in optical resolution of single-channel activity

What then is required to image single-channel Ca2+
signals with good fidelity? The opening of a single
Ca2+-permeable channel or tightly grouped cluster of
channels establishes an extremely steep gradient of
cytosolic [Ca2+]. Modeling studies show that the concentration may reach hundreds of µM at nanometer

distances from the channel pore, yet fall to only tens
of nM above the resting level at distances of a few µm
(Shuai and Parker, 2005). Moreover, there are steep
temporal gradients. The Ca2+ concentration near the
pore rises and falls within microseconds of channel
opening and closing, whereas concentrations a few µm
away change over tens or hundreds of milliseconds. Ideally, we would like to be able to monitor the local [Ca2+]
in the immediate vicinity of the channel pore with submillisecond temporal resolution. The genetic targeting
of fast indicators to channel proteins holds promise
(Giepmans et al., 2006), but at present, the best results
have been achieved using soluble small molecule dyes
such as fluo-4. Given that both Ca2+ ions and, to a greater
extent, Ca2+-bound dye molecules are motile in the cytosol, the fluorescence signal arising from a single-channel
opening becomes spatially and temporally blurred by
the combined effects of diffusion and the kinetics of
Ca2+ binding and unbinding to the indicator. Imaging
the fluorescence then introduces yet a further blurring
by the diffraction-limited point-spread function of the
microscope. In terms of instrumentation, the temporal
resolution and signal amplitude can be improved by reducing the cytosolic volume from which fluorescence
signals are monitored. But this involves a compromise
because smaller volumes encompass progressively fewer
Ca2+-bound dye molecules, so that statistical fluctuations
(“molecular shot noise”) increasingly degrade the signal/
noise ratio. Simulations suggest that sampling volumes
of the order of a few tens of atto liters (10–50 × 1018 l)
would be optimal (Shuai and Parker, 2005). In parallel,
cells can be loaded with a nonfluorescent Ca2+ chelator
with slower binding kinetics than the indicator dye,
such as EGTA, into the cytosol. This competes with the
indicator for Ca2+ and both speeds the decay of fluorescence after channel closure and “sharpens” the spatial
profile of the fluorescence signal (Shuai and Parker,
2005; Zeller et al., 2009). Again, a compromise is required because too much chelator will unacceptably reduce the amplitude of the fluorescence signal.
Technologies to resolve elementary and fundamental
Ca2+ signals

As noted above, the key to obtaining good optical
single-channel Ca2+ records is to monitor fluorescence
from a very small cytosolic volume and to accomplish
this rapidly enough to resolve channel gating on a millisecond timescale. A recurring theme has been that both
engineering and fundamental limitations have necessitated a trade-off between either spatial or temporal resolution. Wide-field fluorescence microscopy can be
used with cameras having fast frame rates (hundreds of
frames s1) (Zou et al., 2004), but it typically provides
little or no depth (z-axis) discrimination; although
schemes using fast z-axis stepping (Kirber et al., 2001) or
multiple cameras with offset focal planes (Demuro and

Parker, 2008) can mitigate that limitation. Confocal and
multiphoton microscopy achieve a tightly delimited 3-D
point-spread function (typical dimensions of 300 nm
laterally and 800 nm axially with objectives of high numerical aperture), with sub-femtoliter volume. However, these are inherently point-scanning systems,
wherein mechanical constraints may limit the speed at
which the laser spot can be scanned. Although technologies such as resonant scanning mirrors (Nguyen et al.,
2001) and accousto-optic deflectors provide faster scans
(Lechleiter et al., 2002), they have their own specific
drawbacks, and all approaches are ultimately limited by
the need to detect sufficient fluorescence photons.
At the shot-noise limit, the signal/noise ratio varies as
the square root of light intensity, so the image quality
degrades with increasing scan rates and pixel resolution
as the dwell-time at each pixel becomes shorter.
A popular compromise for imaging elementary Ca2+
events has been the use of confocal line scan imaging, in
which the confocal spot is repeatedly scanned along a
single line to derive an image representing the temporal
evolution of Ca2+ signals in one spatial dimension.
Advantages include high temporal resolution and relatively long pixel dwell times because only a small number of pixels are scanned along the single line, as well as
the ability to present results as an individual image with
Ca2+ levels encoded by color and/or height representation. Drawbacks include the restriction of sampling to a
single line through a cell and, more seriously, the difficulty of ascertaining whether a signal is in focus or arose
from a site distant from the scan line. Nonfocal fluorescence signals will be of smaller amplitude and display
slowed kinetics, complicating interpretation of experimental results (Izu et al., 1998), with the exception of
instances such as a channel trapped at the tip of a patch
pipette where the location is precisely known and can be
aligned with the scan line (Wang et al., 2001).
Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy:
a good way to image Ca2+ signals near the
plasma membrane

TIRF microscopy has more recently been applied to
image local Ca2+ signals, and it combines the advantages
of fast camera-based imaging together with an optical
sectioning effect (z-axis resolution) even finer than confocal microscopy (Demuro and Parker, 2004, 2005;
Navedo et al., 2006). TIRF works by directing excitation
light through a glass substrate toward an aqueous specimen at a sufficiently shallow angle so that total internal
reflection occurs due to the refractive index decrease at
the glass–water interface. However, a very thin electromagnetic field (evanescent wave) is created in the liquid with the same wavelength as the incident light and
decays exponentially with distance from the interface
(typically over one or a few hundred nm). Because this
field is able to excite fluorophores near the interface
Parker and Smith
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while avoiding excitation further into the aqueous
phase, it provides an “optical sectioning” effect similar
to, but even narrower, than that achieved by a confocal
microscope (Axelrod, 2003). Although the idea of TIRF
microscopy is old, its biological utility has expanded
greatly in the last few years after the commercial introduction of specialized oil-immersion objective lenses
with very high numerical aperture (1.45 or greater).
These allow the excitation light to be directed to the
specimen at the necessarily shallow angle through the
very edge of the lens while collecting emitted fluorescence back through the same objective. In conjunction with developments in low noise electron-multiplied
CCD cameras, this enables two-dimensional records to
be acquired at high frame rates (1,000 s1 or better with
pixel binning) and good signal/noise ratio. Measurements from small (sub-µm) regions of interest can then
be used to monitor fluorescence from attoliter cytosolic
volumes centered on active Ca2+ release sites. The main
disadvantage of TIRF microscopy is that it can image
only in the immediate vicinity of the cover glass and
is thus applicable exclusively to signals arising close
to the cell membrane. TIRF has thus been used primarily to study Ca2+ flux through plasmalemmal channels (Demuro and Parker, 2004, 2005; Navedo et al.,
2006), although it is also applicable to intracellular
Ca2+ release channels that lie close to the membrane
(Smith and Parker, 2009; Smith et al., 2009a,b; Wiltgen
et al., 2010).
How should we interpret local Ca2+ fluorescence signals?

Fluorescence signals originating from single or tightly
clustered Ca2+ channels provide only a distorted impression of the underlying Ca2+ gradient and are heavily
smoothed in both space and time. Thus, it is worth emphasizing the complications that arise when attempting
to interpret and quantify local fluorescence signals, especially because the interpretation depends strongly
upon the method used to acquire the images. We can
consider two extreme cases.
In the first (approximated by wide-field imaging),
fluorescence is collected from a large volume around a
localized Ca2+ source, such as a single channel or tight
cluster of channels (Zou et al., 2004). The fluorescence
signal then represents an integral of Ca2+ release and,
neglecting possible indicator saturation near the channel, is not affected by diffusion of Ca2+ ions or Ca2+bound indicator because little escapes outside the large
imaging volume. Given that Ca2+ sequestration mechanisms (pumps and transporters) are slow on the timescale of elementary and fundamental events, the slope of
the rising phase of the fluorescence signal provides a
measure of Ca2+ flux (current), and the peak signal provides a measure of the total amount (moles) of Ca2+ entering the cytosol. The latter measure of “signal mass”
was first applied by considering line scan records as a
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diametric slice through a 3-D volume (Sun et al., 1998;
Hollingworth et al., 2001), and it was subsequently applied to wide-field images (Zou et al., 2004). Although
in principle the rising phase reflects Ca2+ flux, differentiation of the fluorescence record usually results in a
signal that is too noisy to provide useful information
about channel gating kinetics.
The second case is when fluorescence is monitored
from an exceedingly small volume around the channel
pore. Ideally, this would then provide a signal directly
analogous to a patch clamp record; i.e., the fluorescence
amplitude would be directly and linearly proportional
to instantaneous Ca2+ flux (current). TIRF microscopy
approaches this condition, but only approximately, as a
result of factors including indicator binding kinetics
and diffusion together with the finite imaging volume.
Nevertheless, single-channel records obtained using
TIRF as an “optical patch clamp” closely resemble electrophysiological recordings and can track channel gating with a resolution of 2 ms (Demuro and Parker,
2005). Calibration of the fluorescence amplitude in
terms of underlying Ca2+ current is more problematic,
but an in situ estimate may be obtained by measuring
fluorescence signals under conditions that correspond
to a known Ca2+ current as measured by parallel patch
clamp recording.
Local measurements of elementary and fundamental
Ca2+ signals obtained by confocal microscopy lie intermediate between the above two extreme situations.
That is to say, the fluorescence can be considered as a
“leaky integral,” reflecting a balance between Ca2+ efflux into the cytosol and its subsequent diffusion out of
the region of interest from which fluorescence is measured. The rising phase thus approximates the duration
of Ca2+ flux (i.e., when channels are open), whereas the
falling phase largely reflects diffusive spread of Ca2+ ions
in the cytosol. The peak amplitude may be affected both
by the magnitude and the duration of Ca2+ flux. We argue in particular that it is not valid to apply steady-state
calibrations of indicator fluorescence to estimate the
peak local cytosolic free Ca2+ concentrations during elementary events, given that the fluorescence is a highly
blurred reflection of the underlying steep Ca2+ concentration gradient. For the same reason, the spatial extent
of local fluorescence signals does not directly report the
spatial spread of free Ca2+ or the distribution of Ca2+
channels within a small cluster, although this information can be applied in simulation and computational
studies to estimate these parameters (Shuai and Parker,
2005; Ventura et al., 2005).
Applications of TIRF microscopy for imaging elementary
and fundamental Ca2+ signals in mammalian cells. By imag-

ing the local fluorescence changes with a high speed
(500 frames s1), high sensitivity (back-illuminated
electron-multiplied CCD) camera, we have achieved

recordings of voltage- and ligand-gated Ca2+-permeable
channels expressed in the plasma membrane of Xenopus
oocytes with a 2-ms temporal resolution and throughput of >500 simultaneous channels (Demuro and
Parker, 2004, 2006). We initially assumed that the intracellular location of IP3Rs would preclude their study
using this approach because the puff sites in the oocyte
are located a few µm inward from the membrane
(Callamaras and Parker, 1999). However, we subsequently found that cultured human neuroblastoma
SH-SY5Y cells and other mammalian cell lines possess
puff sites that are located sufficiently close to the plasma
membrane to be visualized by TIRF microscopy (Smith
and Parker, 2009; Smith et al., 2009a).
A remaining problem was then how to achieve good
control of cytosolic [IP3]. Several studies in HeLa and
other cultured cell lines had used extracellular agonists
(Bootman et al., 1997a,b; Tovey et al., 2001) or membrane-permeant IP3 (Thomas et al., 2000) to evoke Ca2+
events, but it was problematic to adjust the stimulus intensity to evoke puffs without triggering global Ca2+
waves. The injection of caged IP3 into oocytes allows
precise regulation of evoked Ca2+ signals through adjustment of the intensity and duration of UV photolysis
flashes (Yao et al., 1995). But although caged IP3 can be
introduced into small cells via whole cell patch clamping (Stutzmann et al., 2003, 2004, 2006), this method is
technically demanding and laborious. The recent commercial availability of a membrane-permeant ester of
caged IP3 (ciIP3AM; SiChem) thus represented an important advance, facilitating precise control over [IP3]i,
as illustrated in Fig. 1, where a strong UV flash evoked a
global Ca2+ signal (Fig. 1 A), whereas a weaker flash
(Fig. 1 B) evoked transient localized puffs. Nevertheless, the window of flash strengths over which discrete
puffs were evoked was narrow, and puffs showed a wide
spatial spread (Fig. 1 C). To mitigate these effects, we

Figure 1. Dissecting the hierarchy of IP3-mediated Ca2+ signaling from global cellular oscillations to single-channel events.
(A) Fluorescence traces illustrate global Ca2+ oscillations evoked
by a strong (800-ms) UV photolysis flash in an SH-SY5Y cell
loaded with fluo-4 and ciIP3. (B) Local Ca2+ puffs evoked by
weaker (100-ms flash) photorelease of i-IP3 in another cell.
(C) Image shows a Ca2+ puff (pseudocolored in green) captured at
the time of peak amplitude from a single video frame and superimposed on a monochrome image of resting fluo-4 fluorescence
in an SH-SY5Y cell. The trace shows a profile of Ca2+-dependent
fluorescence measured along the dotted line passing through

the center of the puff. (D and E) Ca2+ puffs evoked, respectively,
by strong and weak photolysis flashes equivalent to those in
A and B after intracellular loading with EGTA. Global responses
were abolished, and the traces show local signals measured from
small regions of interest centered over puff sites. (F) Image shows
a Ca2+ puff and corresponding fluorescence profile as in C, but
recorded in the presence of EGTA. (G) Comparison of representative puffs recorded in SH-SY5Y cells after photorelease of iIP3
using wide-field fluorescence microscopy (gray trace), and using
TIRF microscopy together with EGTA loading (black trace). Both
traces show fluorescence ratio changes (F/F0) averaged within
1 × 1–µm regions of interest centered on puff sites. (H) Examples of sites that displayed exclusively single-channel blip activity.
(I) Inset shows a Ca2+ signal from a 1-µm2 region of interest,
showing five discrete amplitude levels during a single puff. The
histogram shows the distributions of event and step-level amplitudes derived from measurements at 87 sites in 20 cells, revealing
“quantal” components at integer multiples of the single-channel
level. A–F are adapted from Smith et al. (2009a), and G–I are
from Smith and Parker (2009).
Parker and Smith
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further loaded cells by incubation with a membranepermeant form of the slow Ca2+ buffer EGTA (Smith
et al., 2009a) to “balkanize” global waves into local signals by disrupting CICR between puff sites (Callamaras
and Parker, 2000; Dargan and Parker, 2003) and to
sharpen the spatial and temporal profiles of puffs
(Smith et al., 2009a; Zeller et al., 2009). This is illustrated in Fig. 1 D, where a global Ca2+ signal previously
evoked by a strong UV flash devolved into discrete transients at individual puff sites.
The combination of TIRF imaging and cytosolic Ca2+
buffering by EGTA accomplished a dramatic improvement in the resolution of elementary and fundamental
Ca2+ signals. Puffs imaged by wide-field microscopy show
smoothly rising and falling phases on which it is not possible to resolve the step-wise changes that would be expected to arise from the openings and closings of
individual IP3R channels (Fig. 1 G, gray trace). However,
in cells loaded with EGTA and visualized by TIRF microscopy, abrupt transitions in fluorescence levels are apparent on the falling (and sometimes rising) phase of
the Ca2+ transient (Fig. 1 G, black trace). Several further
observations support the interpretation that these steps
arise from the openings and closings of individual IP3R
during a puff (Smith and Parker, 2009). (a) In addition
to the puffs, sites often show smaller blips, with unitary
fluorescence amplitudes. (b) Other sites, likely representing “lone” IP3R channels, show only blips, giving fluorescence records that closely resemble single-channel
patch clamp recordings (Fig. 1 H). (c) The durations
of blips are exponentially distributed, with a mean
closely matching the mean open time of IP3R channels
as measured by patch clamp (Smith and Parker, 2009).
(d) A quantal analysis (Del Castillo and Katz, 1954) of

step-wise fluorescence amplitude levels during puffs
reveals a multimodal distribution, with recurring peaks
at integer levels of the unitary blip amplitude (Fig. 1 I).
Quantal dissection of single-channel events underlying
puffs. The ability to image puffs with single-channel res-

olution now allows us to dissect the quantal contributions of Ca2+ flux through individual IP3Rs. By counting
unitary steps, or by simply dividing the peak fluorescence of a Ca2+ puff by that of the unitary blip, one can
determine the minimum number of functional IP3Rs at
a site. Our results indicate that puffs typically involve simultaneous opening of five to six IP3Rs, although there
is considerable heterogeneity between sites, with some
containing >20 active IP3Rs (Smith and Parker, 2009).
Further, kinetic resolution of channel openings and
closings during a puff allows the investigation of puff
initiation and termination mechanisms. The rapid upstroke of puffs reflects a fast recruitment of IP3Rs, with
an opening rate of 1 channel ms1 during the first 10 ms,
decreasing abruptly to a rate 40 times lower within
20 ms. This rapid coordination likely arises because the
high local Ca2+ resulting from the stochastic opening of
an initial “trigger” channel evokes CICR from neighboring channels at the puff site. The mechanisms of puff
termination still remain unclear, but we can rule out
stochastic attrition (failure of CICR because all channels happen to randomly close at the same time) as the
sole explanation as, contrary to observations, this predicts that puff durations would increase as an extremely
steep function of the number of open channels. Further, depletion of luminal Ca2+ in the ER is unlikely to
account for puff termination, as the step-wise decay of
puffs continues at integer quantal levels. Instead, the

Figure 2. Schematic portrayal of the
proposed arrangement of IP3Rs underlying the generation of blips and puffs.
(A) Monochrome image of resting
fluo-4 fluorescence in an SH-SY5Y cell
observed using TIRF microscopy, mapping sites that displayed single-channel
blip activity in response to photoreleased IP3 (black filled circles) and sites
that displayed puffs (white circles).
(B) The trace shows experimental data
of activity recorded from a blip site.
Cartoons illustrate our suggested arrangement and activity of IP3R channels corresponding to each of the three
blips during the trace. Channels open
during each blip are shown in red, and
closed channels are shown in black.
Both are sensitized to IP3 by binding to
an as yet unidentified anchoring site (depicted in green). Motile, functionally unresponsive IP3Rs are shown in gray. (C) Corresponding trace and cartoons illustrate the localization and activity of IP3R channels during puffs. Gray lines indicate fluorescence levels corresponding to integer multiples of the single-channel (blip) level. The first puff (left) involves simultaneous opening of six channels at
its peak, and the second puff (right) only two channels. The channels contributing to puffs are believed to be distributed across clusters
with a diameter of roughly 400 nm.
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progressive closure of IP3R channels after the peak of a
puff, with relatively few subsequent openings, is consistent with the rapid onset of a strong inhibitory process,
likely resulting from the Ca2+-dependent inhibition exhibited by the type 1 IP3R predominant in SH-SY5Y cells
(Smith and Parker, 2009).
Localization and motility–or immotility–of IP3R channels. Op-

tical single-channel imaging not only enables channel
gating to be monitored, but also permits channel locations to be mapped with nano-scale precision, something
that is not possible by patch clamp recording (Demuro
and Parker, 2005; Smith et al., 2009b). We have applied
this capability to study the clustered organization of IP3Rs
that underlies the generation of puffs and, in particular,
to investigate whether these clusters are stable entities or
may dynamically organize in response to stimulation.
Observations in many cell lines and in Xenopus oocytes
have demonstrated numerous puffs arising over many
minutes at fixed locations within a cell, suggesting that
IP3R clusters are relatively stable entities (Thomas et al.,
1998; Tovey et al., 2001; Dargan and Parker, 2003; Smith
et al., 2009a). By imaging blip sites we have found that
lone IP3R channels (blip sites) are similarly immotile
within the ER membrane (Smith et al., 2009b; Wiltgen
et al., 2010). These results present a paradox, as imaging studies using GFP-tagged or immunostained IP3Rs
have shown that a substantial proportion of IP3Rs can
diffuse freely within the ER membrane (Wilson et al.,
1998; Fukatsu et al., 2004; Cruttwell et al., 2005; FerreriJacobia et al., 2005; Iwai et al., 2005; Tateishi et al., 2005;
Chalmers et al., 2006; Gibson and Ehrlich, 2008; Tojyo
et al., 2008), and that they aggregate into clusters after
sustained (minutes) activation of IP3 signaling and/or
cytosolic Ca2+ elevation (Wilson et al., 1998; Iwai et al.,
2005; Tateishi et al., 2005; Chalmers et al., 2006; Tojyo
et al., 2008; Taufiq-Ur-Rahman et al., 2009), or even undergo clustering in response to IP3 within just a few seconds (Taufiq-Ur-Rahman et al., 2009). Moreover, there
is a marked disparity between immunostaining patterns
that show IP3Rs distributed densely throughout the
entirety of the cytoplasm (Wilson et al., 1998; Tateishi
et al., 2005; Chalmers et al., 2006) versus Ca2+ release at
just a few discrete puff and blip sites in mammalian cells
(Fig. 2 A) (Bootman et al., 1997a,b; Thomas et al., 1998;
Tovey et al., 2001; Smith and Parker, 2009; Smith et al.,
2009a,b). As illustrated schematically in Fig. 2, we speculate that the difference may lie in the fact that different experimental approaches monitor different
populations of IP3Rs. Specifically, we propose that a majority of IP3Rs (represented by gray dots in Fig. 2) may
be motile but are either functionally unresponsive or
mediate Ca2+ liberation only during sustained global elevations of cytosolic [Ca2+] (Smith et al., 2009b). Local
Ca2+ signals arise, instead, from a smaller subset of
IP3Rs that are anchored, individually or in clusters, by

association with static cytoskeletal structures (represented in green) and which, possibly as a consequence
of this anchoring, display high sensitivity to IP3 to generate Ca2+ blips (Fig. 2 B) and puffs (Fig. 2 C).
Summary

Optical single-channel recording is a novel tool for the
study of individual Ca2+-permeable channels within intact
cells under minimally perturbed physiological conditions.
As applied to the functioning and spatial organization of
IP3Rs, this approach complements our existing knowledge, which derives largely from reduced systems—such
as reconstitution into lipid bilayers and patch clamping
of IP3Rs on the membrane of excised nuclei—where the
spatial arrangement and interactions among IP3Rs via
CICR are disrupted. The ability to image the activity of
single IP3R channels with millisecond resolution together
with localization of their positions with a precision of a
few tens of nanometers both raises several intriguing questions and holds promise of answers. In particular, what
mechanism underlies the anchoring of puffs and blips to
static locations; why do these Ca2+ release events appear to
involve only a very small fraction of the IP3Rs within a cell;
and how can we reconcile the relative immotility of functional IP3Rs with numerous studies reporting free diffusion of IP3R protein in the ER membrane?
This Perspectives series includes articles by Gordon, Xie
et al., Prosser et al., Santana and Navedo, and HillEubanks et al.
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